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Tattoo, the small revolution
Easy to use, yet powerful
Latest birth from Evolis product range, the Tattoo printer
is a mixture of technology and innovation. Hi-Tech Design,

Innovating, the Tattoo is equipped with an ingenious

compactness and ease of use, the Tattoo revolutionizes the

process of detachable card feeders. A technology allowing

world of monochrome printing on plastic cards.

several series of cards to be prepared at the same time. A
solution all the more revolutionary since an automatic

Within seconds, the Tattoo personalizes in
monochrome your pre-printed or blank
plastic cards. It prints your high
resolution text, bar codes, graphics

gauge system analyses the thickness of the cards during
each card feeder change. Completely enclosed, the card
feeder is dust proof and thus guarantees an optimal card
printing quality.

and logos.
Astute, the Tattoo offers a double operating mode
simultaneously: Card by card manual feeding from the
front mouth and automatic feeding with the 100 cards
feeder from the back.

Compact, yet elegant
Ergonomic, its opening system allows a direct access to
The Tattoo melts perfectly into your environment. It owes

the inside of the printer and thus makes the installation

its extreme compactness to the Lift Card system which

of consumables very easy and quick. The print head can

allows the passage of cards on two levels. A completely

be replaced in a few seconds by the operator without any

new system, designed by the Evolis R&D department.

tool or adjustment thanks to its Push & Twist concept.

Autonomous, it can also function without a computer,
simply connected to a keyboard. Enter your data (name,

Hi-Tech, yet economic

number, bar code, encoding) and print your cards
completely independently. This innovative design is ideal

Its price positioning and its cost per printed card make

for point of sale and exhibition receptions.

the Tattoo the best quality / price ratio on the market of
monochrome plastic card printers.
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Evolis Tattoo Specifications
Printing mode >

Monochrome Thermal Transfer in Line Mode or Diffusion Mode for photo printing

Printer specification >

Integrated Ribbon Saver

Printing speed >

500 cards/hour

Resolution >

300 dpi (11.8 dots/mm)

Windows™ drivers >

For Windows™ 95 / 98 / Me / NT 4.0 / 2000 and Xp

Warranty >

Printer: 1 year
Print Head: 1 year, unlimited number of prints1

Ribbons type >

Mono Color Ribbon: 600 cards/roll
Colors available: black, blue, red, green, white, gold, silver, scratch off

Card loading modes >

Manual feeding and/or automatic feeding

Options >

USB port (cable supplied)
Serial port
Additional interchangeable card feeder

Other printer models >

Tattoo Mag
Printer with HICO/LOCO magnetic
stripe encoder - ISO 7811

Tattoo Stand-Alone
Printer connected to a keyboard,
available upon study

1 - Clause governing the use of Evolis consumables

[Loyalty cards]

[Pass cards]

[Loyalty cards]

[Visitor badges]

[Business cards]

[Season cards]

Other specifications
Programming Language ePL
Card types:
All PVC and Composite Polyester
Card format:
ISO CR-80 - ISO 7810 (53.98 mm x 85.60 mm)
Card thickness:
from 0,25 mm (10 mil) to 0.76 mm (30 mil)
Card feeder capacity:
100 cards (0,76 mm-30 mil) - 300 cards (0,25 mm-10 mil)

Printer weight:
2,5 kg (5.5lbs)
Communication interface:
Centronics Parallel (cable supplied)
Electrical:
110~230 Volts CA, 60~50 Hertz
Environmental:
- Min / Max operating temperatures: 15°C / 30°C
- Humidity: 20% to 65% non-condensing
- Min / Max storage temperatures: -5°C / +70°C

Printer size:
- Heigh: 166 mm (6.53”)
- Width: 290 mm (11.42”)
- Depth: 187 mm (7.36”)

- Storage humidity: 20% to 70% non-condensing
- Operating ventilation: free air.
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